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Architecture Board
- AB Process Sub-committee
- Business Architecture AB SIG
- Liaison SC
- Model Interchange AB SIG
- SMSC

Platform Technology Committee
- Agent PSIG
- AI PTF
- Analysis and Design PTF
- Architecture-Driven Modernisation PTF
- Blockchain PSIG
- Data Distribution Services PSIG
- Methods and Related Tools PSIG
- Middleware and Related Services PTF
- Ontology PSIG
- Systems Assurance PTF

Domain Technology Committee
- Business Modeling and Integration DTF
- Consultation, Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C4I) DTF
- Finance DTF
- Government Information Sharing & Services DTF
- Healthcare DTF
- Manufacturing Technology & Industrial Systems DTF
- Mathematical Formalisms DSIG
- Retail DTF
- Robotics DTF
- Space DTF
- Systems Engineering DSIG

* Click on the links to explore